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EULER CHARACTERISTICS OVER UNRAMIFIED REGULAR
LOCAL RINGS
BY

MELVIN HOCHSTER

Let M, N be finitely generated modules over a local ring (R, rn) (all rings
are assumed commutative, with identity; (R, m) is "local" means that R
is Noetherian with maximal ideal m). If Tor(M, N) has finite length for
j > i, a nonnegative integer, and vanishes for all sufficiently large j, we
define

x(M, N)
where

(- 1)J-il(Tor(M, N)),

denotes .length. The main result here is the following:

THEOREM. Let R be an unramified regular local ring and let M, N
be finitely generated R-modules such that Tor(M, N) has finite length,
0, then
> 1. Ifx(M, N)

Tor(M, N)

0

for j > i.

It was already known (see [1], [2], [3]) that if R is regular and
is 0 (respectively, has finite length) then
Tor](M, N) 0
(respectively, has finite length) for j > i. Moreover, in [3] it is shown that
if R is an unramified regular local ring and Torf(M, N) has finite length,
> 1, then XiR (M N) > 0, and that if > 2 or M or N is torsion-free, then
xf(M, N) 0 if and only if Tor](M, N) O, j > i. Thus, the theorem is

Tor(M, N)

1.
new only. in the case
at once to the case where R is complete and
we
reduce
may
As usual,
R
assume
x,]], where n dim R and V is a complete
then
V[[x2,
discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal xV. We abbreviate x
x.
N and TOrV(M, N) for the complete tensor product and
We write M
complete Tori, respectively, of M and N over V (see [4, p. V-6].) Let
R by
S R @yR. S is regular and if we map S

@v

a@b-.ab,
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we have R

Here

z2,

()x,

S/(z2,
z,,), where z
x ()
z is a regular sequence in S.

2 <

< n.

Following [4], [3], we note that there is a spectral sequence
v
s
N), R) ::72 Tor+q(M, N).
Tort,(TDrq(M,

When V is a discrete valuation ring, TrVq(M, N)
spectral sequence yields a long exact sequence
-->

0 for q > 2, and this

Tor_ (Tr((M, N), R) .--, Tor(M, N)
Tor(M (v N, R) --->

Tor(M (v N, R)
.--> T’dr((M, N) (s R ---> Tor(M, N)
Tor(M (v N, R) 0
It was already shown in [3] that when Tor(M, N) has finite length, so do
--->

all terms in the above sequence, and so we have

x(M, N)

xS(M (v N, R) + xg(T’dr((M, N), R).

Because R

S/(z2,
z,,), both terms on the right are known to be
nonnegative (see [3, Theorem 1 and Lemma 1]), and so Xl(M, N)
0
0 and xos(/Dr[’(M, N), R)
implies that both xS(M )v N, R)
0. From
[3, Theorem and Lemma 1], we then know that

v

N, R) 0, j > 1, and
(a) Tor(M
1.
(b) dim TDr((M, N) < n
We shall use this information to show that Tr[(M, N) 0. Then, as
seen in [3], we have Tor](M
N, R) Tor(M, N) and the result follows
from [3, Theorem 1].
Let Mo Lit AnnMx and No t.Jt Annex To complete the proof, we
shall establish the following facts:
(1) If Mo # 0 and No # 0, then W Im(Mo
No --* M N) is
nonzero.
(2) dim M0
No dim Tr((Mo, No) dim Tr(M, N) (= dim
Mo + dim No).

.

v

v

v

v

Assume (1) and..(2) for the moment. From (..a) above, z2,
z is a regular
sequence on M ()v N, so that dept..h M (R)v N > n
1. From (I), if
Mo 0, No # 0, wehave WCM(R)Nand
dim W < dim M0 ()v No

dim

Tr(M, N) (from (2)) < n

2.

But over any local ring, a module of depth d cannot have a nonzero submodule
of dimension less than d; see [4, Prop. 7, p. IV-16] (the same fact is used
in the proof of Theorem in [3]). This shows that either Mo 0 or No
0, i.e., that x is a nonzero divisor on at least one of the modules M, N,
which is known [4, Proprit (g), p. V-9] to imply that Tr(M, N)
0,
as required.

-
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Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to establish the
assertions (1) and (2) listed above.
To prove (1), we first note that if Mo # 0 (respectively, No # 0) then
Mo xM (respectively, No xN). For if Mo C xM, given u Mo we have
0 and o Mo. But then
0 for some t, xt/o
u
xo, and since xtu
Mo C xMo and so Mo 0 by Nakayama’s lemma.
Hence, if Mo #- 0, it has a nonzero image Go in M/xM and, similarly,
if No # 0, No has nonzero image Ho in N/xM. Let K
Rim. Then we
have

M (v N
(M/xM) (v (N/xN) (M/xM) (x (N/xN).
Since (R)x is faithfully exact,
0 # Go
Ho (M/xM) (N/xN).

K

Since the image of M0 @ No in (M/xM) (R) (N/xN) is nonzero, its image
in M @ N must have been nonzero, as required.
It remains to establish (2). First note that since x is a nonzerodivisor on
O. This fact and the lon exact sequence for
M/Mo, Tr[(M/Mo, N)
:/Dr arising from 0
Mo M ----> M/No 0 show that

TSr[(Mo, N)

TDr[(M, N)

T r[(Mo, No)

Tor’{(Mo, N)

while

because x is a nonzero divisor on N/No.
The remaining assertions in (2) then follow from the lcmma below applied
Mo, B No.
in the case A

LEMMA. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal
Xn]]. Let A, B be nonzero finitely generated
V[[x2,
xV and let R
R-modules each

(a) dim A

of which
dim

is killed by a power

A/xA

dim

Anntx

of x. Then:

and dim B

Annsx.
(b) If xa

dim

dim B/xB

K

B, where K
O, Tr(A, B) A )v B A
xB
V/xV, and each has dimension diem A + dim B.
dim T’dr(A, B)
dim A +
(c) More generally, dim A )v B
dim B.

Proof.

Since x is nilpotent on A,

dim A

If P

Ass A, R/P

This establishes (a).

dim A/xA.

A implies x P and then R/P
dim A
dim Ann,tx.

Anntx. Thus,
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To prove (b), consider a resolution Fo of A over R. TOrV.(A, B) is the
homology of Fo (R)v B. But we may identify

((((R)v (V/xV)) (R),, ),
0. When we apply (R)v V/xV to F, we get a complex whose
since xB
first homology module is Tor(A, V/xV) (this is ordi..nary Tor, not complete
Tor) which, since x kills A, is =A. But then since (r B is faithfully exact,
((R)v B)

we find

v B A : B,

Tr(A, B) A K B A

as required. The dimension statement now follows from [4, pp. V-10,
V-11, case (a)]. This proves (b).
It remains to prove (c). Given an exact sequence

0 --->

A1

--->

A

--->

A2

--->

0

we have the long exact sequence
--->

Tr(A1, B) --> TOr(A, B) --> TOr(A2, B) ..-->

whence dim TrVt(A, B) < max/dim TrVt(A, B). Using this fact repeatedly,
by a straightforward induction argument, one shows that given finite filtrations
of A, B with factors, Ai, Bj respectively,
dim

TOrVt (A, B) < maxi,j dim TrVt (Ai

Applying this fact for

Ai

0,

Bj).

with the filtrations with factors
x+

xiA/x 1A,

B xB/x+’B

we have

1A, xiB/x+ IB)
maxi,j(dim xiA/x i+ A + dim xJB/x+ B)
< dim A + dim B.
On the other hand, since A )v B (respectively, TOr((A, B)) has a quotient
dim

TOrVt (A, B) < max/,j dim TOrVt (xiA/x

i+

(respectively, submodule)

(A/xA) (r (B/xB)
(respectively, Tr(AnnAx, Annsx)), which has dimension dim A + dim
B, we have equality, Q.E.D.
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